Accelerator Packing Checklist

- Laptop - Participants are required to bring a laptop. If the student indicated on their registration that they require a loaner, we will provide one for them. Please contact summer@ncssm.edu if you feel you need to borrow a laptop and did not indicate that on your application.
- Reading material
- Notebook, pens, and pencils
- Calculator (in courses where a graphing calculator is required, we will provide one for you)
- Book bag

Dorm Items
- Personal grooming items
- Twin sized sheets
- Pillow and pillowcase, blanket or comforter
- Towels and washcloths
- Small electric fan (If you would like. The rooms are air conditioned)
- Toiletries, soap
- Alarm clock
- Shower shoes
- Hangers
- Snacks

Medicine
- Provide information about prescription medicine on the Summer Contact Form
- Small amounts of over-the-counter medicine (ibuprofen, Tylenol, sinus medicine)

Clothing
- Closed-toe shoes are required for lab or engineering course and certain activities
- Regular school day clothing
- Exercise/gym clothes and sneakers
- Sleepwear

Optional
- Personal water bottle
- Sunscreen, sunglasses
- Hat
- Camera

Things NOT to Bring
- **Electronics and valuable items.** NCSSM will not be responsible for loss of any items
- **Large amounts of money.** Participants will not leave campus unless part of an official activity, with expenses paid for, and all meals are provided.